
From: Speaks, Kathryn
To: Davis, Steven
Cc: Sherman, Diana; sbrowning@bakerlaw.com; IN, Company Licensing
Subject: Comment to Risant Form A filing: French - 08/14/23
Date: Tuesday, August 15, 2023 10:30:00 AM
Attachments: 8-14-2023 Comment - French - Form A Filing.pdf

Attached find a comment received yesterday in relation to Risant’s Form A filing.
 
The Department will await your prompt response.   Since the comment has been submitted outside
of the established comment period, we will await your response before posting to the public on the
PID’s website for this transaction.
 
 
Kathryn McDermott Speaks | Chief Counsel for Insurance
Pronouns:  She/Her
Governor's Office of General Counsel
1341 Strawberry Square | Hbg, PA  17120
Phone: 717.787.2567 | Fax: 717.772.1969
www.insurance.pa.gov
www.ogc.pa.gov
 

PRIVILEGED AND CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY-CLIENT COMMUNICATION
ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT

The information transmitted is intended only for the person or entity to whom it is addressed and may
contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any use of this information other than by the intended

recipient is prohibited. If you receive this message in error, please send a reply e-mail to the sender and
delete the material from any and all computers. Unintended transmissions shall not constitute waiver of

the attorney-client or any other privilege.
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From: Jeanette French <widdle9876@gmail.com>  
Sent: Monday, August 14, 2023 2:10 PM 
To: Sheaffer, Kimberly <kimsheaffe@pa.gov> 
Subject: [External] Kaiser merger with Risant Health 


ATTENTION: This email message is from an external sender. Do not open links or attachments from 
unknown senders. To report suspicious email, use the Report Phishing button in Outlook.  


Hi, I am a Kaiser member and I’m truly hoping that it’s not too late to submit comments on this merger. 
There’s something you need to understand about Kaiser Permanente ,they freely deny care to patients 
in need and they do this rampantly.. I have much proof against them, as well as other members of my 
Facebook group called  “I hate- Kaiser’s negligence of us all”  
If you visit my group, you can read of many many  accounts of patient abuse and harm and yes, even 
death by Kaiser’s hands. Kaiser is a medicare Advantage plan who denies care to patients in order to 
boost profits. They deny very critical care and allow patients to die instead of giving them the treatment 
they need to survive ,as I said before this is done and very high numbers . Kaiser is the worst Medicare 
advantage plan that you can have.. I am begging you to fully research Kaiser‘s background and history 
and also the harm they do to their patients ,this merger is a very bad idea and a very bad investment for 
your company and its future is not good. I have made a mission in my life to educate the public about 
the harm they are doing to their patients, I have been harmed by Kaiser and I am not the only one . I am 
begging you to fully research the background of how Kaiser treats their patients and please do not do 
this merger, it  is clear to me that Kaiser is just blazing forward to trying to gain a monopoly over 
healthcare in the United States. If this happens, God help us all ,it literally terrifies me to the bone. You 
should be terrified as well , you should be petrified by Kaiser having the control they do over the 
healthcare , the politicians, the media and the agencies that we complain to , they fully engage in mafia 
style behaviors in order to have control over all of these agencies.  I beg you to please visit my site and 
do more research before you engage in this merger  , it’s going to be a very bad investment for you, and 
for the health of all the patients in the United States .  


Kaiser 
I hate Kaiser-Kaisers Negligence of us all 


https://www.facebook.com/groups/683806773231091/?ref=share_group_link 


Kindly Jeanette French 
571-215-3719
9001 Giltinan Court
Springfield, Va. 22153
widdle9876@gmail.com


The filing was received on June 26, 2023, and was made under the 
requirements of Article XIV of The Insurance Company Law of 1921 (40 P.S. §§ 
991.1401—991.1414).  


Received: 8/14/2023 @ 2:10 p.m.
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